Computational modeling of sketch understanding is interesting both scientifically and for creating systems that interact with people more naturally. Scientifically, understanding sketches requires modeling aspects of visual processing, spatial representations, and conceptual knowledge in an integrated way. Software that can understand sketches is starting to be used in classrooms, and it could have a potentially revolutionary impact as the models and technologies become more advanced. This paper looks at one such effort, Sketch Worksheets, which have been used in multiple classroom experiments already, with students ranging from elementary school to college. Sketch Worksheets are a software equivalent of pencil and paper worksheets commonly found in classrooms, but they provide on-the-spot feedback based on what students draw. They are built on the CogSketch platform, which provides qualitative visual and spatial representations and analogical processing based on computational models of human cognition. This paper explores three issues. First, we examine how research from cognitive science and artificial intelligence, combined with the constraints of creating new kinds of educational software, led to the representations and processing in CogSketch. Second, we examine how these capabilities have been used in Sketch Worksheets, drawing upon experiments with fifth-grade students in biology and college students in engineering design and in geoscience. Finally, we examine some open issues in sketch understanding that need to be addressed to better model high-level aspects of vision, and for sketch understanding systems to reach their full potential for supporting education.
Introduction
Sketch understanding is an important scientific problem because it involves aspects of visual processing, spatial representations, and conceptual knowledge in a tightly integrated way. To illustrate, consider a simple drawing of three concentric circles (Fig. 1) . In a science education context, they might stand for the layers of the Earth, a nucleus and two orbiting electrons, or the cross-section of a heat exchanger. The relationships between shapes and concepts in sketches is many to many, which is why people use labels (often verbal, sometimes written) when sketching with each other. These conceptual labels help participants interpret visual relationships in terms of spatial relationships, for example, in the layers of the Earth and the heat exchanger, the space inside the circles is filled with material, while for the orbiting electrons, it is empty (Lockwood, Lovett, Forbus, Dehghani, & Usher, 2008) . These subtleties are what make sketch understanding such an important problem for understanding the interaction of vision and cognition. Better cognitive models of the representations and processes involved in sketch understanding can, in turn, lead to new kinds of educational software, combining the power of sketching to communicate spatial ideas (Ainsworth, Prain, & Tytler, 2011; Jee et al., 2014) with the on-demand feedback of intelligent tutoring systems (VanLehn, 2011) . This paper describes research on Sketch Worksheets (Yin, Forbus, Usher, Sageman, & Jee, 2010a) , a new kind of sketch-based educational software system, from the perspective of the cognitive models that underlie them. These cognitive models are embodied in CogSketch (Forbus, Usher, Lovett, Lockwood, & Wetzel, 2011) . The idea behind Sketch Worksheets is simple. An expert, that is, a teacher or curriculum designer, uses CogSketch to draw a solution to an exercise, such as drawing the layers of the Earth.
1 They segment their ink into entities as they draw, and label them. For example, the student might draw three circles to start with, as in Fig. 1 , and label the innermost circle "Inner Core" and the outermost circle "Crust." These labels, along with labels for the other parts and distractors (here, "Lava" and "Rock"), come from a list provided by the worksheet author, grounded in an underlying knowledge base. CogSketch's visual system automatically constructs a variety of relationships between the visual entities (and, in some cases, decomposes them into finer-grained representations, as discussed below). The worksheet author marks which of these relationships are important and what advice to provide if the relationship does not hold. Here, for instance, the inner core must be geometrically inside the outer core, so the worksheet author enters natural language advice that will be shown to a student if his or her sketch does not meet this requirement. When students are doing a Sketch Worksheet, they are given instructions on what they should draw. In this worksheet, for example, the instructions are "Draw a sketch showing the layers of the Earth. Label the radius of the innermost layer." Students then start drawing their answer, asking for feedback at any time. When they ask for feedback, CogSketch compares what they have drawn to the solution sketch (exactly how this is done is detailed below), and if any of the important relationships do not hold, the corresponding advice is provided. For example, if they had labeled the three circles (starting from the inside) as Inner Core, Outer Core, and Crust, the Worksheet tutor would point out that they should consider adding the Mantle and the radius of the inner core. The student can then modify their sketch until they are satisfied. The author can also provide grading rubrics associated with the advice, and a gradebook provides tools for exploring the time course of a student's sketching as well as grading them.
Underneath this simple idea lies some sophisticated cognitive modeling. CogSketch must provide a set of visual relationships that is natural and rich enough to enable authors to select what they think is important. Its computation of these relationships must be robust enough that it can find them in student sketches, even if those sketches vary substantially in unimportant ways from what the author drew. Sketch Worksheets have been used by over 500 students to date in a variety of formative evaluations, across different age ranges and different domains (Garnier et al., this issue; Miller, Cromley, & Newcombe, 2014; Yin et al., 2010a) . This paper focuses on how this work sheds light on the representations and reasoning that people are using in a sketch understanding. Instructors expect students to be able to see important spatial properties (or learn to do so), and hence understanding what representations and processes suffice to do this provides constraints that inform us about how human to human sketching, and cognition more broadly, works.
We begin by summarizing the cognitive models that power Sketch Worksheets, starting with the representations, outlining both the hierarchical visual representations CogSketch uses and the conceptual representations that tie visual entities and relationships to the world, thereby providing spatial meaning. We also describe how analogical comparison is used to find differences between a student's sketch and an expert's sketch that form the basis for generating advice.
Representations in sketch worksheets
CogSketch provides feedback by comparing a student's sketch to the instructor's sketch. But what properties matter? This section outlines the visual and conceptual representations that CogSketch uses.
Visual representations in sketch worksheets
There is evidence that relational qualitative representations are important in human visual processes, including categorization (Biederman, 1987; Marr & Nishihara, 1978) , comparison and similarity judgments (Lovett, Gentner, Forbus, & Sagi, 2009a; Markman & Gentner, 1996) , symmetry and regularity detection (Ferguson, 1994) , and visual problem solving . Furthermore, these visual representations seem to be organized hierarchically (Palmer, 1977) . As described below, CogSketch is capable of generating a hierarchy of relational representations, inspired by models of these visual phenomena in humans, to describe sketches. These levels are the object level, edge level, and group level (described in more detail below). Sketch Worksheets use two of the levels in this hierarchy (object level and edge level) to compare an instructor's sketch to a student's sketch. The rest of this section discusses (1) how symbolic entities are derived at these levels-that is, perceptual organization, and (2) how the set of qualitative attributes and relationships are computed over these entities to encode structured representations at each level-that is, perceptual encoding.
Perceptual organization
CogSketch enables users to draw digital ink with pen strokes, where each stroke produces a polyline, that is, a series of time-stamped points considered as a unit. These polylines can be manually split and grouped into conceptually meaningful entities called glyphs. The user interaction for defining glyphs is very flexible: Either they can start drawing and use the "Finish Glyph" button to indicate when they have completed a glyph, or they can use ink editing tools provided in CogSketch to merge or split their ink if they change their minds. In Fig. 1 , for example, a student would have drawn three glyphs, one per circle, because they are intended to represent different entities. CogSketch's manual segmentation and labeling interface provides a stand-in for what happens in human to human sketching, where we talk and gesture while we sketch, identifying what we are drawing is intended to mean. CogSketch does not guess what a student intends a glyph to depict; it waits until the student tells it. This means that worksheet students (and authors) do a little more work, but it provides far more flexibility than recognition-based systems have.
Glyphs constitute the primitive elements in CogSketch's object level of representation. This is the default level of representation, and the majority of Sketch Worksheets use only this level of representation. CogSketch also can compute group-level representations, based on Gestalt principles , but to date these representations have not been used in Sketch Worksheets so we do not consider them further here. However, some Worksheets also use edge-level representations, which decompose an object into a network of edges and junctions. Edges are polylines that denote perceptually atomic ink segments. By atomic, we mean that they can be seen as having a uniform curvature, relative to some scale, and lack sharp inflection points (compare Fig. 2 Fig. 2, right ). An edge-cycle is a closed region in the network of edges, that is, the faces in its planar embedding. Such regions have been proposed in human vision research as an early organizational scheme (Palmer & Rock, 1994) .
Perceptual encoding
By default, CogSketch only constructs object-level representations. Basic visual attributes of glyphs are computed automatically, such as whether they are open or closed, their major axis, and their size relative to the rest of the glyphs in the sketch. The key kinds of qualitative spatial relationships computed between them concern relative position, relative length, and topological relationships. Relative position includes rightOf and above, which are only computed between pairs of glyphs that are adjacent, as determined via a glyph-level Voronoi diagram.
2 Relative length includes shorterThan, longerThan, and sameLength. These three predicates use the major axis of a glyph to qualitatively compare its length to other glyphs, which is useful for comparing lines and arrows (e.g., in worksheets involving graphs and diagrams). For topology, we use RCC8 (Cohn, Bennett, Gooday, & Gotts, 1997) , which classifies pairs of glyphs as disconnected, edge-connected, partially overlapping, equivalent, inside, or inside and touching. Combined with quantitative ink constraints (described below), this small set of representations is surprisingly expressive.
However, sometimes internal properties of visual objects are crucial in the feedback that is needed for a worksheet, for example, that the edges of an object drawn from a viewpoint are all straight. When more detailed visual representations are needed in a worksheet, edge-level representations are computed for specific glyphs. Once edges and edge cycles are detected, CogSketch constructs structured relational representations characterizing them, like it does at the object level. 
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• perpendicularCorner right. Every curved edge is labeled with the direction in which its "bump" points-that is, the normal of the curve at its apex, pointing in the convex direction-up, down, left, or right. Curved edges additionally receive attributes to reflect arc length. Curves that roughly complete 180-degree turn from beginning to end are labeled as semicircular.
Curves that complete less of a turn are minor arcs, those that complete more are major arcs, and those that circle back on themselves such that their ends connect are labeled as elliptical.
There are several types of edge-level relations. Adjacency relations are the first to be computed because they constrain which edges are considered for other relations. Edges can be adjacent in three different ways: Their endpoints can meet at a junction (connect), they can cross at an X-junction (intersect), or the endpoint of one can lie along the other at a T-junction (intersects). Two straight edges in the same cycle can also be parallel or perpendicular. Positional relationships (e.g., above) are computed between all adjacent edge pairs. Convex-concave angle relationships are computed between all connected edge pairs in the cycle (note that the cycle itself is necessary to determine concavity).
With cycle angles represented as relations, consecutive corners in the cycle are related, using the binary higher order relation cycleAdjacentAngles, as well as the more specific acuteToObtuseAngles and obtuseToAcuteAngles. Right angles, considered particularly salient, are represented with a predicate that takes a cycle angle relationship as its single argument.
Edge-cycle representations (Table 2 ) include attributes to distinguish atomic cycles (cycles that contain no other cycles) from perimeter cycles (cycles that envelop the islands of connected ink). Each edge-cycle is assigned an attribute to reflect its relative area, another to reflect its relative complexity in terms of number of edges, and a third to label the orientation of its major axis as either horizontal, vertical, or oblique. Some edge-cycle attributes are aggregations of attributes of their parts; for example, an edgecycle is straight when all of its edges are straight, or convex when all of its corners are convex. Two edge cycles are adjacent if they share at least one junction or one edge. Additional relationships are computed for adjacent pairs, for example, positional relationships.
Quantitative representation
The relational vocabulary described so far has been used in a number of cognitive simulations and performance systems, so there is ample evidence for their general utility in modeling human visual problem solving (e.g., Lovett & Forbus, in press; Lovett, Forbus, & Usher, 2010; Lovett, Tomai, Forbus, & Usher, 2009b; Lovett et al., 2009a ). However, the task requirements of sketch worksheets led us to add a new kind of visual representation: quantitative ink constraints (Fig. 3) . Some sketching exercises involve annotating a background image or diagram, such as the circulatory system worksheet at the upper right of Fig. 4 . A correct answer for this worksheet requires not just drawing the chambers of the heart, but drawing them at the appropriate places on the diagram. To express such constraints, the worksheet author draws the glyphs in the places that they should be and marks them as quantitative ink constraints. They also provide a tolerance that specifies how close a student's glyph must be to be satisfactory. When computing relationships between a quantitative ink constraint and the student's glyph for it (identified via analogical mapping, described below), CogSketch computes a qualitative characterization of problems with the match which can be used for providing more guidance. That is, CogSketch can provide either a general suggestion (e.g., "Your drawing of the left atrium is in the wrong location") or it can use qualitative representations for relative position to give the student more specific advice (e.g., "Your drawing of the left atrium is too far to the left.") If the location of individual edges is important, as is often the case with orthographic projection worksheets (bottom right, Fig. 4 ), then quantitative ink constraints can be defined at the edge level as well as the object level. • Atomic • Perimeter Area:
Edge complexity:
Major axis:
All edges:
All corners:
Special junction relations:
Conceptual representations in sketches
When people sketch, they typically say what the sketched entities are intended to depict. Recognition can catalyze this process; for example, stick figures of humans in standard poses are easy for people to recognize. But for most entities in most domains, there are not standard visual symbols. Hence, CogSketch provides an interface that lets users label their glyphs, drawing on concepts from the OpenCyc ontology. The OpenCyc ontology is quite large, over 58,000 concepts, providing a broad set of material to work with. This richness can be daunting, so it is not exposed to students. For Sketch Worksheets, the worksheet author selects a small set of concepts that are relevant to likely student sketches (including distractors and likely misconceptions), so that students just pick from a small list.
For education, having students explicitly label their sketches with their intended concepts is important for a second reason. An expert seeing an unlabeled student sketch like Fig. 1 might think it is correct because he or she is interpreting the glyphs differently from the student. In drawing the layers of the Earth, for example, the sketch of a student who swapped the mantle and crust would look the same as the sketch of a student who got it right: Both sketches consist of a set of concentric circles. Conceptual labels make the intended meaning of the students' ink clear.
In addition to visual relationships, conceptual relationships are often crucial in communicating one's understanding via sketching. A common convention in concept maps is to indicate binary relationships via labeled arrows. CogSketch supports this convention. For example, the arrows in Fig. 3 indicate blood flow between parts of the heart and the rest of the circulatory system. The possible labels are chosen from a set provided by the worksheet author, using binary relations from the OpenCyc ontology.
3 When a student tells CogSketch that a glyph indicates a relationship, CogSketch assumes that the glyph is an arrow and attempts to ascertain which part is the head and which part is the tail. It then uses these hypotheses to find the closest glyph that satisfies the constraints on the relationship's arguments (if its label is already known) and shows the student a sentence corresponding to its conjecture about his or her intent. If CogSketch is correct, the student doesn't need to do anything. Otherwise, the student can easily correct it by editing the head and tail with drag and snap icons, explicitly choosing the relationship arguments from a drop-down menu, or editing the glyph to make the head and tail clearer.
The third type of conceptual representations used in CogSketch are annotations. Annotations are graphical indicators of relevant properties of a glyph. For example, annotations are used to provide quantitative information about spatial or physical properties-the width of a chasm, the rate of a flow-that would not be convenient to indicate spatially. Drawing things to scale requires considerable drafting and artistic skill, and it is often impossible for the kinds of entities that one wants to consider together in a sketch (e.g., a person and a planet). There are several kinds of annotations. Quantity annotations provide a quantitative value. In a worksheet about the Carbon Cycle, for example, flows between different reservoirs in the system are represented by relationship glyphs. Each flow arrow is annotated in turn to indicate how many petatons of carbon the student believes is involved in that flow annually. Force annotations have an associated direction and are used to indicate applied forces or global forces like gravity. (Supplying a quantitative value is optional with force annotations.) Direction annotations indicate directions of linear or circular motion, again by CogSketch interpreting what is drawn as an arrow and inferring the appropriate direction.
Relationships used in sketch worksheets so far
When a worksheet is created, the worksheet author draws an ideal solution to the worksheet and identifies correctness criteria for the sketch. The correctness criteria can include any of the representations computed by CogSketch. With the exception of quantitative ink constraints, the visual and conceptual relationships described in sections 2.1 and 2.2 are presented to the author as natural language facts that can be inspected and marked as important. If a fact is marked as important, it is included in the correctness criteria for the sketch. Quantitative ink constraints are defined separately because, unlike visual and conceptual relationships between existing glyphs, there is no cognitive model for automatically proposing them, so they must be defined explicitly by the author for each applicable glyph. Table 3 shows what representations have been used as correctness criteria to date.
There have been 49 different worksheets used in classroom settings so far. These worksheets span three general domains: biology (4), engineering (19), and geoscience (26). The four biology worksheets involve drawing and labeling parts and flows of the human circulatory system and use a combination of conceptual relationships (e.g., blood flows) and object-level quantitative ink constraints for correctness criteria. The engineering worksheets involve exercises in free body diagrams and drawing orthographic projections. Although the engineering worksheets are within the same general domain, they use different types of representations. The free body diagrams use force arrows to convey Note.
a Each edge-level ink constraint is itself part of an object-level constraint, so the total number of quantitative representations used is the sum of object-level ink constraints and quantity annotations. assumptions about forces. The force arrows are represented qualitatively because the students are not required to enter numerical values for them. Instead, the arrows they draw need to be oriented in the correct qualitative direction, and they need to have the appropriate relative length. In contrast, worksheets that involve orthographic projection use edge-level representations to capture student drawings with greater detail. This allows the worksheet author to identify correctness criteria at the level of individual edges, either qualitatively (e.g., that two edges need to be perpendicular to each other) or quantitatively (e.g., that an edge needs to be in a specific location). In turn, the worksheet tutor can provide students with more detailed, targeted feedback. Thus far, the widest variety of worksheets has been developed for the geosciences, which use multiple object-level quantitative ink constraints and conceptual relationships to determine whether or not a student's sketch is correct. Many of the geoscience worksheets involve annotating a background image to identify relevant geologic features and any conceptual relationships that might hold between them. Quantitative ink constraints are useful for such worksheets, as are conceptual relationships that can be used to convey movement and physical transfer (e.g., carbon transfer). In many cases, both types of representations are used in a single worksheet.
Processing in sketch worksheets
This section describes the visual and analogical processing underlying Sketch Worksheets. Importantly, Sketch Worksheets do not do domain-specific reasoning. We have, in other experiments, modeled such reasoning (e.g., geologic interpretation [Yin, Chang, & Forbus, 2010b] , conceptual physics problems [Chang, Wetzel, & Forbus, 2014] ), and qualitative reasoning about mechanics within CogSketch has also been used in a system aimed at helping engineering students learn to explain their sketches (Wetzel & Forbus, 2010) . By avoiding domain-specific reasoning, Sketch Worksheets can be used across a wide range of domains. However, this does mean that their visual processing and comparison capabilities must be robust and human-like enough to enable CogSketch to see students' sketches like an instructor might. This section explains how that works.
Visual processing in CogSketch
The goal of CogSketch's visual processing routines is to produce structured, relational representations that correspond reasonably well to what people are using, so that the visual distinctions that experts find relevant are detected reliably. Given the differences between today's computers and human visual processing capabilities, we have not attempted to model the details of human visual processing. Instead, we have aimed for what we hope is reasonable input/output fidelity.
To avoid computing potentially irrelevant information, only a subset of the spatial relationships described in section 2.1 are computed by default. CogSketch automatically computes topological relations between all glyphs in a sketch. Positional relations between glyphs are automatically computed between adjacent glyphs only, as noted in section 2.1.2. The rest of the visual relations can be computed on demand, depending on whether or not they are needed to understand the contents of the worksheet.
As described in section 2.3, the worksheet author identifies properties that are important for drawing the sketch correctly. These properties may include spatial relationships that are not computed by default. To gain access to those relationships, the worksheet author can ask CogSketch to elaborate its representations of the sketch. For example, in orthographic projection worksheets (bottom right, Fig. 4 ), important properties of the solution need to be described using edge-level representations. The author can request that more detailed representations be computed so that some of them may be marked as important. Crucially, when the student's sketch is evaluated with respect to the solution, the elaboration requests made by the author are used on the student sketch to ensure that the information needed to evaluate the student's sketch is available.
Comparing sketches to generate advice
When a student requests feedback, his or her sketch is compared to the solution sketch via analogy. This requires a comparison mechanism that can support the wide range of student sketches possible. The student may request feedback from the software at any time, so his or her sketch may be nearly complete (with one or two differences from the solution) or it may be wildly different (with incorrectly labeled items or missing glyphs). It is therefore important that the comparison process focuses on relevant visual and conceptual information, even when there are many differences.
We use the Structure Mapping Engine (SME, Falkenhainer, Forbus, & Gentner, 1989; Forbus, Ferguson, Lovett, & Gentner, 2016) to find important differences between the solution and student sketch and to offer advice based on those differences. SME takes as input the solution sketch and the student sketch and creates a mapping between the two. Each mapping consists of (1) correspondences, which indicate how things in the solution correspond to things in the student sketch; (2) candidate inferences, which indicate important differences between the solution and the student sketch; and (3) a structural evaluation score, which is used to select the best mapping if there is more than one. The correspondences and candidate inferences are used to determine what advice should be given to the student.
The correspondences of the mapping are used to generate advice based on violated quantitative ink constraints. If a glyph in the solution sketch has a quantitative ink constraint associated with it, and it has a corresponding glyph in the student sketch, then the student's glyph is evaluated with respect to the solution glyph's quantitative ink constraint.
The candidate inferences of the mapping indicate visually and conceptually salient differences. If one of the differences involves a fact that was marked as important by the worksheet author, then it triggers the natural language advice string associated with it. Keying advice to differences in correctness criteria means that only relevant visual aspects of a sketch matter. This provides considerable flexibility and robustness. Consider again the Greenhouse Effect worksheet (Fig. 4, top left) , where the purpose is to see whether the student understands the paths and types of thermal radiation in the Sun heating the Earth. The relative positions of the Sun and the Earth don't matter. The Earth could be drawn as seen from a distance, for example, a sphere, or from a closer view. Since the relationships here are all conceptual relationships, and there aren't spatial relationships among the key facts for the worksheet, it could even be drawn as a concept map! As long as the entities and relationships are correctly labeled, it means that the student understands it (Fig. 5) . This general approach works well in most cases. However, in expanding to wider range of tasks, we have found that the matching process is even more robust if we constrain analogical mappings with conceptual and quantitative information, and use recursive, hierarchical matching for different levels of representation. We discuss these in turn.
Match constraints
Once pre-comparison reasoning is complete, the analogical mapping between the solution and student sketch is constructed. In addition to the constraints dictated by structure-mapping theory, match constraints can be defined to further guide comparison. Comparisons in sketch worksheets are within-domain analogies: Things of the same type should match to each other. For this reason, we use within-partition constraints, which are automatically created based on conceptual labels entered into the sketch. Each label is considered a separate partition, and cross-partition matches are not allowed. For example, in the fault identification worksheet (Fig. 1 bottom left) , glyphs representing a fault can only match with other glyphs representing a fault. Where there are multiple glyphs of the same type (e.g., two marker beds), then the spatial representations derived by CogSketch guide the matching process. In most cases, the qualitative visual relationships described in section 2.1.2 are sufficient for constructing an accurate mapping. However, in worksheets where the student is drawing on a background image or diagram, we have found that quantitative ink constraints can provide evidence for putting two particular entities into correspondence. In other words, given more than one possible mapping, we prefer matches where quantitative ink constraints are satisfied. This is done by looking at the competing correspondences constructed by SME, and evaluating them with respect to quantitative matching, when available. Close quantitative matches are translated into additional match constraints requiring those entities to be placed into correspondence in subsequent comparisons. This allows the matching process to, in effect, take quantitative spatial information into account when it is relevant to the task. We have found that this technique significantly improves the accuracy of matches on a corpus of worksheets where students draw on a background image (Chang & Forbus, 2012) .
Hierarchical matching
Some worksheets, such as engineering drawing worksheets (e.g., Fig. 4 lower right) involve using more intricate edge-level representations. Carrying out matches at multiple levels at once can lead to mismatches, and even when matches are perfectly accurate, deluge students with too much advice. To increase accuracy in mapping, we use matches between more abstract representations to guide matches involving more detailed representations. For example, the engineering drawing worksheets (Fig. 4, bottom right) provide three regions (top, front, left) for students to draw their different views in, indicated via special glyphs, called ink-segmenting glyphs, in the author's solution. This causes CogSketch to restrict comparisons to glyphs found in the same ink segmentation glyphs. At the level of glyph matching, if tutoring advice is generated, then that advice is given to Fig. 5 . Greenhouses. These three sketches all are valid solutions to the Greenhouse effect worksheet. CogSketch views them as equivalent because they all satisfy the properties the author specified as important. (2017) 15 the student and no further attention is paid to that pair. Otherwise, the worksheet tutor drills down to the edge level of representation. It first looks for differences in edge cycle properties, for example, if it should be straight but isn't, that are worth addressing. When the edge cycle level representations provide no guidance, comparisons between particular edges for that cycle are carried out, to give more detailed feedback when the author has provided important distinctions at that level.
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Misconception sketches
Sometimes there are canonical misconceptions in a domain. For example, in identifying the four chambers of the heart (Fig. 4, top right) , a students who have right and left confused in their sketch would benefit more from feedback that indicates the reversal, rather than simply being told that they are incorrect. To enable authors to communicate such misconceptions and provide advice based on them, sketch worksheets also support misconception sketches in addition to the solution sketch. When a worksheet has misconception sketches, the tutor first checks if the student's sketch was a strong match for a known misconception. If so, it provides advice specific to that misconception that was provided by the author. This provides the opportunity to give much more informative feedback.
What knowledge and skills can be tested or learned via sketch worksheets?
Our research on the utility of sketch worksheets is ongoing, but we already have some insights as to what types of activities have been successful, based on our experience in both observing students in laboratory experiments and in working with instructors and students in classroom experiments. Sketch worksheets have shown promise in helping students learn spatial layouts, conceptual relationships that can be conveyed visually, and scaling when qualitative differences in quantity can be readily observed and aligned visually. In contrast, sketch worksheets do not appear to be the right platform for exercises where quantities or relationships are represented abstractly and not grounded visually.
The worksheets that have been developed on the human circulatory system (Fig. 4 , top right) provide an example of spatial layouts and conceptual relationships working together in a single sketch. Over a series of four worksheets, students are asked to draw and label the four chambers of the heart, use arrows to indicate how blood flows, and use arrows to indicate when oxygen is added to and removed from blood. An in-class experiment with these worksheets showed that students made significant gains on two out of three learning assessments on heart structure and function after using these worksheets (Miller et al., 2014) . They improved their ability to correctly identify chambers of the heart and accurately identify how blood flows through the circulatory system. They did not make significant gains on an assessment on oxygen flow. Interestingly, the oxygen flow assessment was the only one of the three that did not have a visual component. We suspect that one factor in the success of these worksheets was the detection of common mistakes via misconception sketches, which enabled the worksheet tutor to provide more targeted feedback.
In geoscience, we have found through laboratory experiments that sketching exercises using CogSketch can help assess student knowledge (Jee et al., 2014) . In working with instructors and students in classroom studies (e.g., Garnier et al., this issue; Yin et al., 2010a) we observed that worksheets can be effective for helping students with scaling (i.e., understanding quantities across different scales and orders of magnitude). However, it is important that visual representations of quantity are visually alignable and that multiple levels of feedback are defined for location-specific glyphs. For example, in teaching students about the geologic time scale, one approach might be to have geologic events plotted on a single time scale, with the ability to zoom in and out to detect small differences in geologic time (e.g., 100,000 years) and large differences (e.g., 1 billion years). However, zooming in to one particular order of magnitude makes quantities from other orders of magnitude invisible. Instead of this approach, geoscience worksheets about scale have multiple scales aligned visually (i.e., a time scale with 100,000-year units aligned with a time scale with 100 million year units), so students can more easily see the relative length of geologic time periods without losing sight of very large or very small differences. To support the wide range of possible student answers, it is important that advice is flexible enough to let the student know what is wrong and how it might be fixed. For these worksheets, positional relations between student glyphs and quantitative ink constraints were used to provide hints about how the location of the student glyph should change (e.g., "Your mark for the Cenozoic era is too early."). Note that the worksheet tutor does not understand the interpretation of visual properties in terms of temporal relationships in the domain being taught-that mapping is the responsibility of the worksheet author, to keep the tutor as general as possible.
We have also observed that worksheets where quantities are expressed completely independent of ink are not as effective. For example, in a worksheet on the Earth's carbon cycle, students used arrows to indicate carbon transfers and used quantity annotations to denote the amount of carbon transferred. Each carbon mass annotation could be drawn in any way. Some students used dots, others wrote numeric symbols, and others used more arrows. However, the ink did not spatially correspond to the magnitude of the annotation, and students found this confusing or not useful. In contrast, in worksheets on free body diagrams, the lengths of force arrows are proportional to the magnitudes of the forces they represent (even when no numerical value is assigned to the force arrow). This seems to be a more effective approach since relative lengths (and thus relative magnitudes) are easy to compute visually.
The data collected by sketch worksheets also have potential for assessing student knowledge and strategies. Using a corpus of student sketches, we have used analogical reasoning to cluster sketches with similar structural characteristics to discover what common mistakes were being made . In addition to providing an aggregate view of how students were completing a particular worksheet, the analysis provided insights into how feedback could be improved. In the biology worksheet activity described earlier, Miller et al. (2014) performed a cluster analysis on students' interactive behaviors with the software, finding three distinct groups of students depending on how much and how often they requested feedback. Interestingly, the learning gains across these three groups were not consistent, indicating that learner strategy played a significant role in student learning. Students who scored relatively high on the pre-tests did not request feedback as often and did not make large learning gains compared to students who scored lower on the pre-test. The students who scored lower on the pre-tests sought feedback more often and caught up to the higher-achieving students by the end of the experiment.
Related Work
The analogy-based approach to automated feedback described above is closely related to some approaches in sketch recognition, particularly those that begin by decomposing ink into geometric primitives and describing their arrangement. LADDER (Hammond & Davis, 2003) organizes ink into points, lines, curves, and arcs, similar to the edge-level entities in CogSketch, whereas the region adjacency graphs (RAGs) of Llad os, Mart ı, and Villanueva (2001) resemble the edge-cycle level of organization. These approaches are similar in their representations but not in processing. LADDER recognized a visual symbol by testing its encoded representations against a set of strict, universally quantified geometric constraints. RAGs are compared via an inexact graph-matching algorithm based on edit distance, which is more similar to our analogical approach. McLure et al. (2011) perform sketched object recognition using some of the same representations and analogical processing models used here.
Most applications of sketch understanding in education have focused on automatically recognizing objects in a student's drawing (e.g., De Silva et al., 2007; Valentine et al., 2012) . This can provide fluid interaction in domains where the situations are described via a small number of entity types and the mapping between shapes and entity types is one to one, such as electronic circuits or truss diagrams. Unfortunately, this approach requires that each system be crafted to handle a particular class of subproblems within a specific domain. It does not work when the mapping between shapes and entities is many to many (e.g., Fig. 1 ) and the shapes of entities are spatialized instead of conventionalized, for example, geoscience or biology. By contrast, the open-domain approach that CogSketch uses trades some naturalness of interaction for the ability to use the same system across multiple domains, including domains for which conventionalized visual symbols do not exist.
Discussion
This paper has focused on Sketch Worksheets: what they are, how they work, and what we have learned so far from laboratory and classroom experiments focused on education. 4 While the experiments to date are far from exhaustive in terms of domains even within STEM education, these studies provide evidence that the particular visual representations CogSketch is computing are useful for understanding sketches in several STEM education domains. They also indicate that tutoring via analogical comparison over structured, relational representations of visual and spatial properties can provide useful feedback.
As is the case with the design of any instructional materials, worksheets are most effective when any knowledge about common answer patterns is known in advance. This is not necessary, but it is helpful in determining how to best detect and target specific mistakes. As we have seen in the many worksheets that use quantitative ink constraints, it is far better to be able to remark on the relative position of a student's drawing relative to the correct answer than to simply notify the student that he or she is incorrect. Similarly, as we saw with circulatory system worksheets, we were able to design worksheets that target specific types of errors by leveraging existing findings on common misconceptions about the circulatory system. Exploiting the hierarchical nature of perceptual organization also plays a role in generating useful feedback as it can dictate how to choose what suggestions should be shown to a student and what suggestions should be suppressed. We have found this approach to be useful in worksheets that use multiple levels of representation.
Future work
There is still a lot to be learned about the representations that have been useful so far and how they transfer to other domains. So far, our evaluations on learning have been in geoscience and biology. We plan to explore additional domains as well, for example, collecting data on free body diagram worksheets in classroom settings. Similarly, we are planning to expand our use of edge-level representations beyond the current set of orthographic projection exercises, for example, providing feedback on geoscience block diagrams. While we expect that new domains will present additional challenges, we are encouraged that the number of new representations needed has, in our experience, been shrinking over time, indicating a convergence for many kinds of 2D representations useful in STEM education.
We see two open issues that will be important to be addressed in the future. The first is better handling of spatially distributed entities, such as flow lines, force fields, and air masses. These are represented visually by multiple elements. Entering glyphs to depict such entities is easy with the current CogSketch interface: There is no requirement that glyphs consist of connected ink. However, decomposing them in visually meaningful ways that correspond to conceptually important distinctions will require more visual processing than we currently handle. Two examples are the changes in flow orientation as air moves around an airfoil (Kim, 1993) and the gradient of pressure implied by distances between air masses. Ideally, CogSketch would provide a summary of these visual properties to the worksheet author and be able to recognize them in student sketches. The second open issue is incorporating more 3D representation and reasoning capabilities in CogSketch, to better interpret sketches about surfaces and complex shapes, which often occur in engineering, biology, and geoscience. Since sketches are 2D, much can currently be done by crafting advice based on 2D visual properties, but potentially more 3D representations could enable students to choose a wider variety of viewpoints when sketching. We have done preliminary experiments in this area, using analogical matching over linelabeling representations from computer vision , but much remains to be done.
The domain generality of Sketch Worksheets is an important strength, but in one way it is also a weakness. The relationship between visual differences and what that means in terms of domain understanding remains implicit in the mind of the worksheet designer. Since there is no explicit model of expert performance in the domain, knowledge tracing of the kind performed by cognitive tutors (Koedinger, Anderson, Hadley, & Mark, 1997) is not possible. It might be possible to add an additional layer that makes this expert model explicit, particularly if such reasoning were done off-line and used to sequence worksheets given to students, just as student model updates in cognitive tutors are used to pose new problems to students. Another important dimension to explore is integrating CogSketch's representation and processing capabilities into more open-ended tutoring systems, like a tutoring system that teaches via analogy or uses a combination of sketching and conversational interaction to engage in Socratic tutoring.
